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utmost 
safey

About Us Contact Us
Established in the year 2010, we Waltzer India, are 
a famed enterprise engaged in manufacturing, 
trading, distributing, wholesaling and supplying a 
broad assortment of Industrial products and 
Accessories. We have achieved huge acclamation 
for providing sewerage line foot steps, rungs. 
These products are designed and fabricated using 
high-quality raw material and advanced technology 
in adherence to international quality standards. 
The offered products are highly appreciated for 
features like optimum performance, high efficiency, 
sturdy construction, elevated durability and longer 
service life.

With inexpensive and simplicity 

installation, PVC Rungs are rust free and  

available in various options to be 

installed in water tanks and sewer lines.

1A Balaji Market, Hawa Bangla Main 

Road, Indore 452009

Monday - Saturday 

9 AM - 6 PM

+91 95225 82422  
+91 731 4245858

www.waltzerindia.com

We moved to a bigger office to serve you better. 

Call us & we’ll help you make your sewerage line 

installation even better. For any comments or 

inquiries, feel free to reach us.



Range of PVC 
Coated Steps

Other Types 
Export Quality

PVC coated footsteps or rungs for Waltzer India are 
specialised components designed for use in amusement park 
rides, specifically the Waltzer ride. These footsteps or rungs 
are typically made of metal and covered with a durable PVC 
(Polyvinyl Chloride) coating. The PVC coating serves several 
important purposes: 

• Safety: The PVC coating provides a non-slip surface, 
ensuring that riders can maintain their grip and balance as 
the Waltzer ride spins and tilts. This helps prevent 
accidents and ensures a safer experience. 

• Comfort: PVC-coated footsteps or rungs are more 
comfortable for riders to stand or sit on compared to bare 
metal, as they are less likely to cause discomfort or 
abrasions. 

• Durability: The PVC coating enhances the durability and 
longevity of the footsteps or rungs, protecting them from 
wear and tear due to constant use and exposure to the 
elements. 

• Aesthetic Appeal: The PVC coating can come in various 
colours and designs, adding an element of visual appeal to 
the Waltzer ride and making it more attractive to visitors.

Available Sizes  
PVC

Cast Iron

SS & Other Designs


